Human gait recognition is a challenging task in computer vision community. In order to represent the gait, the most common feature is a gait template. Many efficient templates have been developed recently, however, the effectiveness of the proposed motion models is still under investigation. A novel template feature, named gait salient image (GSI) is introduced in this paper. The main contribution of the proposed GSI is encoding the motion energy of gait into a single template. This idea is being conceptualised by applying appropriate spatio-temporal filter for extracting motion features and averaging it over a gait period. To show how GSI-based feature is being efficient, the proposed template is classified using PCA+LDA. Extensive experiments on popular gait databases reveal an improvement over the available methods in terms of efficiency and accuracy. The value of recognition rate is 58.44% for Rank1 and 76.60% for Rank5 based on the USF database.
Introduction
Gait of people, i.e., manner of walking has been recognised as an effective type of biometric for human identification in surveillance and security applications (Johansson, 1976; Han and Bhanu, 2006) . This is mainly due to the ease of capture of gait in an unobtrusive way. However, any biometric system based on gait recognition suffers from some exterior factors. The source of variants could be of clothing, carriage conditions, type of shows, surface, angle of view and age (Sarkar et al., 2005) . It is important to note that gait is still an irreplaceable biometrics (Han and Bhanu, 2006; Sarkar et al., 2005; Guan et al., 2015) which can solve human authentication problems in surveillance situations (Johansson, 1976; Han and Bhanu, 2006; Guan et al., 2015; Lam et al., 2011) .
To represent the human's motion by conventional gait features, two methods known as the model-based and appearance-based are introduced (Han and Bhanu, 2006; Sarkar et al., 2005; Guan et al., 2015) . Meta-analysis of gait (Han and Bhanu, 2006; Sarkar et al., 2005; Liu and Sarkar, 2006; Chhatrala and Jadhav, 2017 ) reveals that appearance is more consistent with variations of gait of individuals. Considering this hypothesis, it is reasonable to compute the motion model from the appearance of gait. Moreover, for better gait recognition, sequence of moving shapes is aggregated and converted to a single image called template (Han and Bhanu, 2006) . The common appearance-based gait templates such as gait energy image (GEI) (Han and Bhanu, 2006) , gait flow image (GFI) (Lam et al., 2011) and gait entropy image (GEnI) (Bashir et al., 2009; Fernandez et al., 2015) have alternatively a simple structure with low computational costs. Since the nature of gait is a spatio-temporal process, this conversion loses temporal ordering of the gait appearance. More precisely, the mentioned templates aggregate the spatial-based features without including motion-based features.
Recently, some temporal-based templates are proposed to preserve temporal ordering of gait within a period [e.g., chrono-gait image (CGI) (Wang et al., 2012) ]. However, the mentioned feature does not rely on a convenient human's motion model. To address this issue, a new template called as gait salient image (GSI), is proposed in this paper to encode proper spatio-temporal features into a single template. A great privilege of the GSI is extracting the motion-based features by applying a filtering scheme to the gait silhouettes. In other words, a spatio-temporal impulse response has been adapted in order to compute the local walking features in a video sequence. Since there are two phases with similar walking state within each period of a gait, thus, the filtering process has been repeated in each phase, i.e. half of period, separately. The GSI is constructed by adding the responses over each phase and averaging the results accordingly. The structure of the proposed GSI is shown in Figure 1 .
The advantages of the proposed work that are explained in this paper are summarised here:
• a simple spatio-temporal filtering approach has been adapted properly for gait recognition • only a few parameters have to be tuned in the proposed model
• the performance of recognition is robust against the variation of parameters
• the motion energy of gait is preserved efficiently in the GSI template
• the GSI template is robust against challenging gait conditions. The rest of this paper is organised as follows: The related works are discussed in Section 2. The proposed GSI scheme is explained thoroughly in Section 3. Section 4 describes the fundamentals of the human gait recognition system. Subsequently, Section 5 provides the experimental results and discussion. The conclusion and scope for improvement are highlighted in Section 6. 
Related works
Two general approaches are introduced for feature extraction from gait, model-based and appearance-based (Sarkar et al., 2005; Guan et al., 2015; Chhatrala and Jadhav, 2017; Wang et al., 2012) . In this section, we review the related methods and their concepts.
Model-based approaches consider a predefined structure for motion model (Zeng et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2012) . The articulated parts of body are characterised by predefined parameters and the recognition process can be accomplished by fitting the gait features to the predefined model. Zhou et al. (2006) propose two types of parameters: time-invariant (static) and time-variant (dynamic). Static parameters are the length of limbs or the size of body while dynamic parameters are the angle between limbs that vary during the movement. To recognise the gait, the statistical information of movement has been fitted to prior knowledge in the Bayesian framework. Meanwhile, the parameters of model could be represented effectively by hidden Markov model (HMM) or Fourier descriptors (Zeng et al., 2013) . Although gait recognition based on Bayesian framework shows high performance, it is suitable just for indoor gait data (Wang et al., 2012) . The model-based approaches have some limitations such as vulnerability to noise and occlusions (Wang et al., 2012) . Moreover, the fitting process is time-consuming where the complexity of model raises exponentially by increasing the number of parameters (Xu et al., 2012; Haifeng, 2013) . Additionally, the model-based approaches are not applicable for large population of database.
To overcome the mentioned limitations, two known strategies have been introduced (Wang et al., 2012) in the appearance-based features (Han and Bhanu, 2006; Sarkar et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2012) , temporal-based and template-based approaches. In the formal approach, features from all of the frames in the training and testing sets are compared together leading to an exhaustive matching of individuals. For example, Sarkar et al. (2005) propose baseline algorithm in which the correlation between all silhouettes of each sequence are used as a benchmark of the recognition process.
To compare the individuals in the latter model, a single template is generated by integrating features in a gait sequence. Han and Bhanu (2006) propose an original idea of gait template by averaging the gait stances in one period. Xu et al. (2006) apply discriminant analysis with tensor representation (DATER) to denote the gait template as 2D tensor. Moreover, Tao et al. (2007) develop general tensor discriminant analysis (GTDA) based on Gabor features. Xu et al. (2012) generalise GTDA and propose locality-constrained group sparse representation (LGSR) for gait recognition. Recently, Haifeng (2013) extends the GTDA model and combines enhanced Gabor (EG) features with regularised local tensor discriminant analysis (RLTRA) for multi-view recognition. Although the promising features offer an effective gait representation in video, the temporal ordering of human's motion may be lost in the mentioned approaches. Wang et al. (2012) develop a time-related coloured images, known as CGI, to keep temporal information of a walking sequence in the single gait template. As an alternative feature, Lam et al. (2011) apply GFI to preserve time ordering of the gait in the template.
Following the template feature for the gait modelling, a spatio-temporal filter has been developed to encode the gait motion energy into a single template. The basic idea behind the proposed template is to mark the useful information as salient regions in the map (Jiang et al., 2015) . To do this, the most popular filter for human's motion modelling is developed by Adelson and Bergen (1985) . In their filtering framework, the motion-energy map is extracted from motion patterns captured from lateral viewing conditions. This approach has been improved further by Shabani et al. (2010) utilising for human's action modelling. In this paper, a new template feature, i.e., GSI, has been introduced that is based on the improved Adelson's motion energy model. Here, directional filtering is used to measure rightward and leftward motions within a gait period. The gait salient features are being extracted by comparing such motions in each frame. Our experimental results on the publicly of the gait databases, such as USF (Sarkar et al., 2005) and CASIA (Yu et al., 2006) , show that the proposed spatio-temporal model can improve the recognition rate. The performance of the proposed GSI is degraded under different viewing conditions since the filtering is optimised to measure the motions captures from 90 degrees. In the following section, we thoroughly explain the GSI template.
The proposed GSI
A periodic gait with fix period can be defined for each individual. There are durations in each period with similar gait motions (Han and Bhanu, 2006; Sarkar et al., 2005) . We initially compute information of gait motion for each duration separately. Then, an efficient template feature is obtained by averaging the motion features over a period. Here, instead of simple gait averaging (i.e., in GEI), a spatio-temporal filter is applied to a gait and the responses are aggregated accordingly. The proposed template is capable of handling the rhythm of walking from different individuals robustly. In this section, we discuss the proposed method and prove that the gait features could be preserved in the final template appropriately.
Preprocessing to filtering
The proposed spatio-temporal filtering is based on the sequence of silhouettes. To extract such silhouettes, the primary processing steps are applied to the sequence of walking. The major steps consist of background subtraction, foreground alignment, gait period detection. First for background subtraction, Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is applied to model the background of the original gait sequence (Sarkar et al., 2005) . By subtraction of gait sequence from the background model, the foreground images are being derived. Once the foreground is extracted, it should be aligned and resized according to the centre of the image (Sarkar et al., 2005) . The normalised silhouettes with the same size and aspect ratio are generated. The period of a gait can be approximately estimated from silhouettes by counting the lower-half pixels in each frame. We note the number of pixels by p fg (t) as an instance which is shown in Figure 2 . It is clear that the p fg (t) has local extremums when two legs are farthest or nearest to each other. By computing the extremums, the period is simply measured by median of distances between two consecutive minimums or maximums (Sarkar et al., 2005) . p fg (t) depicts that there are similar patterns of motions during each period. In other words, each period of gait, T , consists of two similar sub-periods in which limbs have identical motions with opposite direction of swing. Since the proposed motion model is invariant against the phase of walking (Adelson and Bergen, 1985) , the response of filtering will be similar in each subperiod. To eliminate the similar and repetitive features from the final template, the responses of filtering is computed in half of each period. In the following subsection, we explain this procedure in detail. Figure 2 The number of pixels, p fg (t), from the lower-half of foreground images versus frame number (see online version for colours)
Gait salient features
Truly, the sequence of human's motion is in the form of a spatio-temporal signal in three dimensional space, in which x and y are two spatial coordinates and t is the temporal coordinate. Figure 3(a) shows the spatio-temporal pattern in x-y-t space by considering the sequence of walking in a period of gait or less (T d ). Since there is no shifting along the y direction, we can ignore it and simplify the motion process in x-t space. Figure 3( b) shows the human's motion pattern in x-t space. Here, each solid box is the outline of the silhouettes in the walking pattern. The discrete motion pattern is sampled in each frame from continuous walking model which is shown in Figure 3 (c). It is clear that the motion energies or the gait traits is focused on the edges of the slant strip. For example, the velocity of walking is measured directly from the slope of the strip. To extract such an energy from the gait, the spatio-temporal filtering approach has to be applied. However, choosing a filtering scheme for proper gait modelling is an open problem. Recently the Adelson's motion model (Adelson and Bergen, 1985) is being successfully applied for human's action modelling (Shabani et al., 2010) . In this model, motion energy from a sequence (in continuous space) is being measured generally in six orientations: leftwards and rightwards (along x), upwards and downwards (along y), and pasts and futures (along t). Following the Adelson's filtering scheme, the proposed impulse response should be casual (Shabani et al., 2010) , therefore energy of gait no more depends to the upcoming motions. From the walking pattern in Figure 3 (c), the required spatial part of energy is also measured in the x dimension. 
Note: Here, A 1 , A 2 , B 1 , B 2 are spatio-temporal kernels and L 1 , L 2 , R 1 , R 2 are oriented responses. Source: Shabani et al. (2010) We utilise the spatio-temporal impulse response for the walking pattern by considering the above concepts. For convenience, we start from continuous walking model from Figure 3 (c) and develop spatio-temporal filter for the gait modelling. In the first step, the derivatives of 1D Gaussian signal is being used to extract spatial features as shown in Figure 4 ( ) x ∈ (Adelson and Bergen, 1985) ;
where m = {2, 3} and σ are spatial order and its scale respectively. Moreover, Watson's exponential function is found very efficient for extracting temporal part of the response (Shabani et al., 2010) :
where n = {3, 5} and k = 1 / τ are temporal order and its scale respectively. To build spatio-temporal impulse responses for discrete walking pattern [in Figure 3 
where the single bracket, [], is the notation for discrete signals. By filtering the video frames with the mentioned impulse responses, the motion-based features can be extracted. However, the motion detector unit should be in the form of spatiotemporally oriented filter to extract the motion energies correctly (Adelson and Bergen, 1985) . Here, the oriented filter is easily computed from linear combinations of the responses [as shown in Figure ; ;
The set of {L 1 , L 2 } is designed to extract leftward motions while {R 1 , R 2 } can detect rightward motions in a video sequence (Adelson and Bergen, 1985) . More details and examples can be found in Adelson's work (Adelson and Bergen, 1985) . If each video frame is convolved with the oriented responses [ Figure 4 (c)], the motion-based features including orientations at given time stamp will be highlighted as salient map. It is worth mentioning that each set of {L 1 , L 2 } and {R 1 , R 2 } are 90° out of phase, thus the responses are sensitive to motion phases (Shabani et al., 2010) . In this case, the responses of filtering to a periodic motion pattern depends on the starting phase of motion. To make a phase-independent motion detector, the oriented responses should be squared and summed (Adelson and Bergen, 1985) which is shown in Figure 5 . The resulting filter gives a phase-independent measure of local motion energy. 
The input silhouette, S t (x, y), at given frame t has been convolved with the oriented responses to extract opponent directions;
where '*' denotes the convolution process. Then, sum of the squared of the responses are computed to generate two motion-energy maps;
where E L,t (x, y) measures the leftward motions while E R,t (x, y) computes the rightward motions in each frame. Both E L,t (x, y) and E R,t (x, y) are phase-invariant, hence they are not sensitive to phase of walking. The salient motion energies R t (x, y) are calculated by subtraction of rightward energy from the leftwards;
As it is shown in Figure 5 , the brighter and darker regions in R t (x, y) are the salient features which directly encode the orientations. If the above mentioned process is repeated in whole of a gait sequence, temporal ordering of the spatial orientations will be available. In other words, the spatio-temporal motion features as salient orientations in a duration of time is being extracted from the human's walking properly.
The process of generating the proposed salient map, which is in Figure 5 , is a nonlinear procedure. This issue is not too problematic since the oriented filters are composed of two linearly-separable spatial and temporal signals. Furthermore, the motion perception model provides useful tools for human gait analysis such as insensitive to contrast, invariant to motion phase and consistent with the perceptual studies (Adelson and Bergen, 1985) . To make final features, the local salient features should be summed in a gait sequence which is discussed in the following subsection.
Model representation
By ordering the salient orientations in a gait period, R S = {R T (x, y): 0 ≤ t ≤ T}, we can obtain the sequence of spatial features in temporal domain. The gait traits are measured in such domain from variations of features. The single template image, which holds the traits, is computed by summing the features over a period. However, it is an advantage to stack the features over 1/2 [or 1/4 (Wang et al., 2012) ] period and average the outputs to eliminate similar motions within a period which is shown in Figure 2 
Finally, we have to average the normalised GSF(x, y) in each period to compute the GSI(x, y). Assume each period of a gait includes p = 2 sub-periods, the GSI(x, y) template will be defined as;
As an example, the process of computing GSI(x, y) is visually shown in Figure 6 (a). This includes the silhouettes, S t (x, y), from first and second half of a period, filtering responses, R t (x, y), for the gait sequence, and the final templates for given individuals. Additionally, the GSI(x, y) templates from others are shown in Figure 6 (b). It is clear in Figure 6 (a) that the responses of the proposed filtering are sensitive to horizontal orientations. We can also see visually all of the orientations in GSF(x, y), since the responses are being added in such template accordingly. As a result, the final GSI(x, y) is derived by averaging the GSF(x, y) in one period. By comparing the final templates in Figure 6 (b), we find out meaningful features from individuals due to different rhythm of walking. As an example, the process of computing GSI(x, y) is visually shown in Figure 6 (a). This includes the silhouettes, S t (x, y), from first and second half of a period, filtering responses, R t (x, y), for the gait sequence, and the final templates for given individuals. Additionally, the GSI(x, y) templates from others are shown in Figure 6 (b). It is clear in Figure 6 (a) that the responses of the proposed filtering are sensitive to horizontal orientations. We can also see visually all of the orientations in GSF(x, y), since the responses are being added in such template accordingly. As a result, the final GSI(x, y) is derived by averaging the GSF(x, y) in one period. By comparing the final templates in Figure 6 (b), we find out meaningful features from individuals due to different rhythm of walking.
GSI classification
The GSI templates are computed for all individuals from the gallery and probe sets. The classical techniques of gait recognition are about assigning the given probe template to one of the known gallery templates. The simplest method of classifying a GSI template is to choose it is closest to the gallery set by direct template matching. For example, the 1-nearest neighbour (1-NN) classifier assigns a label of GSI to its neighbour class which has a minimum Euclidean distance. In this section, a common classification method for GSI templates is being discussed briefly.
Although direct matching of GSI from probe sets to the gallery set seems to be a simple process, but there are some limitations which are summarised here (Wang et al., 2012; Darwish, 2017) :
1 The gait samples are captured from similar conditions hence the gait features may be overfitted.
2 The number of templates in the training set are small and limited; therefore, the gait features cannot characterise the topology of fundamental gait space.
3 Since each pixel of GSI template is considered as one dimension, the dimensionality of feature space is much higher than training samples.
The above limitations of the training samples are known as under sample problem (USP).
To address the limitation of training samples, several methods have been proposed. A simple strategy is to increase the size of the training set by generating synthetic templates. This idea has been applied first for GEI template and later on for CGI temporal template. An efficient solution for USP is to apply a two-staged dimensionality reduction technique. Here, simple principle component analysis (PCA) (Liu and Wechsler, 1998) followed by linear discriminant analysis (LDA) (Belhumeur et al., 1997 ) is applied to project GSI templates to the lower dimension. This approach, known as PCA+LDA, is found to be an effective classification approach in the pattern recognition community (Belhumeur et al., 1997) . For this purpose, the real templates in the gallery set are projected into a low-dimensional subspace by PCA followed by LDA. The templates in the probe set are also projected into a low-dimensional subspace by computing the PCA+LDA projection matrix from the gallery set (Han and Bhanu, 2006) . For classification, the projected features from the sets are compared accordingly. Suppose there are c classes (i.e., individuals) in the gallery set where each one has n i (i = 1, …, c) feature vectors 1 in the low-dimensional subspace. Now, assume Gv i is the feature vector of the i th class (individual) in the gallery set and Pv j (j = 1, …, n R ) is the feature vector of individuals in the probe sets. The distance of real probe templates (GSI p or RG p ) to the given gallery template (GSI i or RG i ) is measured according to the Euclidean distance between the centres of classes of feature vectors in the lowdimensional subspace.
( ) We assign a given probe template to k th class if;
To classify the gait templates, the PCA+LDA scheme is applied to each GSI from the gallery and probe sets. To match the features, Euclidean distance of the features are computed [equation (11)] and the most similar template is chosen according to the minimum distance [equation (12)]. More details on measuring the template similarities can be found in Han's work (Han and Bhanu, 2006) . In the following section, we call the GSI recognition approach as GSI+PCALDA.
Experimental results
In this section, we justify the proposed model by performing comprehensive experiments on two challenging benchmarks. To make a complete evaluation of proposed model with recently published methods, two types of experiments has been done here:
1 evaluating GSI template (GSI+1-NN) with most similar methods on different databases 2 comparing the GSI recognition system (GSI+PCALDA) with the most popular methods including baseline algorithm (Sarkar et al., 2005) , HMM (Kale et al., 2004) , 2DLDA (Tao et al., 2007) , GTDA (Tao et al., 2007) , Gabor+GTDA (Tao et al., 2007) , DATER (Xu et al., 2006) , MTP (Chen et al., 2009) , GEI (Real) (Han and Bhanu, 2006) , CGI (Real) (Wang et al., 2012) , probabilistic gait modelling (PGM) (Hong et al., 2013) and GEI+Sparse bilinear discriminant analysis (SBDA) (Lai et al., 2014) .
The implemented gait recognition system has been assessed with 'Rank1' and 'Rank5' performance similar to the state-of-the-art systems (Wang et al., 2012; Guan et al., 2015) .
Gait databases
The USF HumanID (silhouette version 2.1) (Sarkar et al., 2005) and CASIA Gait (Dataset B) (Yu et al., 2006) have been used as two benchmarks. Most of our experiments have been evaluated using the USF HumanID Gait Database due to different gait conditions, popularity, and noisier silhouettes quality. The USF database consists of 122 individuals who are walking in elliptical path in front of a camera. The walking conditions are on concrete and grass surfaces, with/ without a briefcase, with different shoe types, and with respect to elapsed time. With consideration of these five challenging factors, Sarakar et al. (2005) select the sequence with 'Grass, shoe type A, right camera view, no briefcase, captured in time t1 (May)' for the gallery set and develop 12 different experiments for probe sets. The conditions in the gallery and each of the probe sets are unique and there are no common sequences between the probe sets. These sets and the mean of the gait period in each one are listed in Table 1 . The whole experiments in the database can be divided into four distinctive groups. The difference between each group to the gallery set, difference within the groups, and the list of probe sets belong to each group are also shown in Table 1 . In this database, the sequences of aligned silhouettes have also been provided.
CASIA gait database (dataset B) has also been used in our work which consists of 124 individuals (Yu et al., 2006) . Each person in the CASIA walks in ten distinct gait situations as six sequences under normal conditions, two sequences with carrying a bag and two sequences with different coats (named as NM-01 to NM-06, BG-01, BG-02, CL-01, CL-02, respectively). Furthermore, each experiment is captured in 11 different view directions, from 0° to 180° with steps of 18° between two nearest view directions. More details about this database are available in (Yu et al., 2006) . Since the proposed GSI template has been experimented on the data captured from sidewall viewing direction, we only use the data provided from 90° viewing direction. In the CASIA database, the silhouettes have also been provided after background subtraction while they are not aligned. To align the silhouettes, we use horizontal centroid and cut the silhouette images into 160 × 100 (similar to the conditions provided in CGI). Table 1 The specifications of the gallery and probe sets 
Data label

Tuning parameters
The fully set of tuning parameters needed for computing a GSI are discussed here and the accuracy of the gait recognition system has been discussed in this regards. The quality of responses, [R t (x, y) in equation (7)] depends on the spatial and temporal scales. The spatial and temporal scales are abbreviated as σ and k = 1 / τ in equations (1) and (2). Meanwhile, the final template is affected by the number of silhouettes in the sequence, i.e., Td and p in equations (8) and (10). To compute the GSI, p is inversely proportional to T d since p = T / T d . As a result, there are three independent variables (σ, k and T d ) that the proposed method depends on.
We find that k = 0.3 (τ ≈ 3) generates an acceptable rate for gait recognition. To adjust other two parameters (σ and T d ), some considerations are taken into account. By increasing the σ (or spatial scale), the spatial information is extracted from spatially wider regions in an image and vice versa. Moreover, by decreasing T d , the temporal information is captured from temporally shorter intervals. In our method, the T d can be initialised to T / 4, T / 2, T and we find that GSI method achieves the best recognition rates with σ = 3, 6, 8. Figure 7 . The behaviour of the Rank1/Rank5 under each tuning set is being summarised as follows:
1 By increasing the σ (or reducing the spatial resolution), it is roughly required to increase the duration of the gait sequence (incrementing the T d ) to achieve the same performance. In other words, by increasing the σ from 3 to 6 and 8, the T d should be rise up to T to get almost better performance.
2 The Rank1/Rank5 accuracies has been varied maximum of ±5%. More precisely, the variations of Rank1/Rank5 with respect to values of T d are about ±3%. This means that the proposed approach is somehow invariant against altering parameters. In addition, if we set (σ, T d ) to (3, T/2), the filtering steps generate reasonable features and the recognition rate is almost better.
Finally, it can achieve convenient performance with the same setting in the CASIA database. In the following subsections, the results over different gait conditions will be discussed in details.
GSI templates
To demonstrate how GSI can recognise a gait, we first apply 1-NN classifier on the original GSI (GSI+1-NN). The reasons for direct GSI matching without applying PCA+LDA are:
1 The input gait templates construct a high-dimensional input space; so if the template models are discriminative enough in the input space, the high recognition rate will also be guaranteed in the low-dimensional feature space.
2 The performance of any gait recognition system suffers from noise and exterior factors. If the gait model is invariant enough in the high-dimensional input space to such problems, the robustness of the model in low-dimensional space will be roughly assured. Based on the mentioned reasons, the performance of direct template matching provides a useful tool for evaluating the effectiveness of models. To verify the results, the performance of GSI direct matching with 1-NN classifier is compared with the baseline algorithm, GEI and CGI in the USF HumanID database. The recognition performances on the USF HumanID Database using 1-NN is shown in Table 2 . The results are summarised here:
However, it should be noted that all of the Baseline, GEI and CGI algorithms have weak performance in the surface conditions. Finally, the results from the 1-NN classifier show that the GSI template provides an efficient representative gait model in the USF database compared with GEI and CGI templates. Moreover, due to gray channel representation of GSI template (rather than colour level of CGI template), the matching process is certainly easier than the colour-based methods.
Other gait environments
To verify the effectiveness of GSI method, we carry out another experiment on the CASIA gait database (dataset B). It is worth mentioning that walking conditions in the CASIA are captured from indoor environments under three different conditions by normal walking (NM-01 to NM-06), wearing different clothes (CL-01, CL-02) and carrying a bag (BG-01, BG-02). Compared with the USF dataset, the quality of silhouettes in the CASIA is acceptable. But, there is one or two complete periods of walking in the CASIA which reduce the number of GSI samples.
As we mentioned before, we align the horizontal centroid and cut the silhouette images into 160 × 100 and compute the periods according to the Subsection 3.1. As there are 10 gait conditions for each individual, we can adjust a condition for the training set (gallery) and take all other nine experiments as the testing sets (probes). There are 90 (10 × 9) different pairs of training and testing sets for the experiments. To visualise the performance of 90 unique tests, we categorise them into three different groups (abbreviated as CL, BG and NM) for each of training and testing sets accordingly.
The Rank1 performance of GSI+1-NN, under different experiments, is summarised in Table 3 . Here, we apply 1-NN classifier once again with the same parameters as discussed in Subsection 5.2, to make a fair comparison with the obtained results from GEI and CGI 1-NN. In comparison with the GEI and CGI methods, our GSI method outperforms the Rank1 when the training environments are normal (in columns 2, 3) and cloth conditions (in column 7). However, when the training or testing set is bag or testing is cloth conditions (in columns 4, 5, 6), the GSI method shows weaker performance.
Table 3
The Rank1 recognition rate for GSI and other methods on the CASIA database using 1-NN (in percentage) To validate the robustness of the GSI on CASIA, we have further compared the results from 1-NN classifier with recently published multiview methods, including STIP (Kusakunniran, 2014) and view-invariant multiscale gait recognition (VI-MGR) (Choudhury and Tjahjadi, 2015) . To justify the GSI, we only compare the Rank1 accuracies of GSI with lateral viewing conditions provided by STIP and VI-MGR. In addition, the provided results by VI-MGR are computed from the Real/Synthetic templates. Table 3 shows that the proposed method is robust in comparison with the STIP, because the rate of Rank1 is higher than others in 4 out of 6 conditions. Meanwhile, the GSI is still competitive with respect to VI-MGR. Also, the VI-MGR supersedes the GSI in the normal conditions due to using the synthetic information and applying 2D PCA. However, the average values of experimental results in Table 3 confirm that the proposed scheme has acceptable results on the CASIA database.
The experimental results of the GSI, which are summarised in Tables 3, confirm that the proposed scheme has acceptable results on the CASIA database. Moreover, the performance of the GSI on both databases verifies that our template represents the gait efficiently. In other words, in direct template matching, the GSI feature supersedes most of the experiments in comparison with the related works.
Computational issues
Complexity of our GSI template is evaluated in this subsection. Two model-free approaches consisting of a simple gait model, i.e., CGI temporal template and a complex feature, i.e., dynamics-normalised gait recognition algorithm (DNGRA) (Liu and Sarkar, 2006) have been chosen as two benchmarks for comparison.
The filtering step for each silhouette in Figure 1 takes the majority of the processing time. Here, the timing costs of proposed filtering (in Figure 5) ) . Here, n tr and n te are the number of gait periods in the training set and testing set, respectively. If the input silhouette has the size of W × H and spatio-temporal kernels has the size of w × h, the filtering of one gait silhouette takes O(I filt ) ≈ O(WHwh) (Jayaraman et al., 2011) . With this assumption, the total complexity of GSI templates will be O(4(n tr + n te ) N g WHwh). Considering the GSI complexity, the CGI model (Wang et al., 2012) with k channels (i.e., 3) takes the order of O(k(n tr + n te ) N g WH). It is clear that compared with the CGI model, the computational overhead of the proposed model has been increased with the order of O(4/ k wh) ≈ O(wh).
Moreover, the complexity of GSI is considerably small in comparison with sophisticated algorithm, e.g., DNGRA. In DNGRA approach, the pHMM approach has been developed for gait recognition that complexity takes the order of O(n tr N g WHI Kmeans + n tr N g WHN s 2 I pHMM + n te NgWHN s 2 ) (Liu and Sarkar, 2006; Wang et al., 2012) . Here, N s is the number of states in the pHMM model, while I Kmeans and I pHMM are the numbers of iteration for K-means clustering and pHMM training, accordingly.
To simplify the complexities (Wang et al., 2012) , let S tr = n tr N g WH and S te = n te N g WH be the size of the training and testing data respectively. We can rewrite the time complexity of the GSI, CGI and DNGRA into O(4(S tr 
Note that k is set to 3 in CGI (Wang et al., 2012) , while N s = 20, I Kmeans > 10 and I pHMM is not mentioned in the pHMM method. It is clear that the computation time of the GSI and CGI models are much faster than DNGRA. But the proposed GSI is quite slower than the CGI model while the performance of recognition has been improved (in Tables 2 and 3) . In other words, GSI can process more than 20 frames per second (up to 60 frames per second) 2 , which is applicable for real scenarios.
From memory consumption viewpoint, there should be enough memory space to compute a GSI template. The main processing steps in GSI process are filtering and averaging. In the filtering procedure (Figure 5 ), we need a memory in the order of O(R t ) ≈ O(4I filt + 2I norm + 4I math ) while in the averaging (Figure 6 ), the memory is taken in the order of O(T × R t ). Considering the predefined sizes of the input image and kernels, the required memory for filtering one silhouette is 4WH) . With this assumption, the essential memory for averaging procedure and computing the GSI is O(T × R t ) ≈ O(T × {4 × {WH + wh} + 2WH + 4WH}). Since the size of the input filtering kernels are much less than the size of input image (wh << WH), the required memory for computing the GSI template can be simplified as
As a results, total required resources for computing the GSI templates in training and testing data can be approximated by O(10(n tr + n te ) TWH) or O(10(S tr + S te )). If we assume that the size of GSI template is about 128 × 88 and T ≈ 32 and n tr + n te = 1,080 (in USF dataset), the total memory usage in our approach will be about 3.6 GBytes.
It is worth mentioning that the proposed feature has been evaluated with a simple classifier (i.e., PCA+LDA). The more complex solution is evaluating the GSI with professional classifiers [e.g., multilinear dimensionality reduction techniques (Chhatrala and Jadhav, 2017) , SBDA (Lai et al., 2014) or ensemble methods (Guan et al., 2015) ] which increase the complexities and times overhead.
Performance analysis
The proposed gait recognition system is compared with the recently published methods based on the USF HumanID database. To show the performance for different Ranks of our GSI-based gait recognition system, we provide the CMC plot in USF dataset as shown in Figure 8 . We report the average recognition rate by computing the weighted averaging of the Rank k results with respect to the probe size. Since the Rank1 and Rank5 provide enough information about the quality of the classification and therefore performance of the recognition system, we compare Rank1/Rank5 with state-of-the-art methods. The results have been summarised in Tables 4 and 5.   Table 4 Comparison of the Rank1 recognition performance (%) of the GSI with similar methods based on the USF HumanID database It is clear that the average performance of the GSI outperforms most of the algorithms. Furthermore, the GSI is robust in most of the gait challenging conditions due to improvement of Rank1/Rank5 recognition rate. Specifically, in 4 out of 12 conditions (probes B, C, J, K), the Rank1 value is on the top among all other methods while in other experiments the accuracy is close to the top one. In addition, our method is robust in the considered conditions except for the surface conditions in probes D, E, F, G, K and L. This result has been predicted before applying the PCA+LDA (in Table 2 ). Meanwhile, in the normal walking conditions, (probes A, B, C), Rank1 provides better results compared to recent approaches (e.g., GEI and CGI). The Rank1 accuracy also has been improved in hard experiments (probes K, L) in which the recognition rates in most of the algorithms are pretty low. Moreover, the Rank5 results are competitive where this accuracy is on the top or near the top. The Rank1/Rank5 accuracies of gait recognition with proposed GSI is better than CGI with little more computational complexity. The proposed method has lower Rank1/Rank5 performance with respect to the GEI+SBDA, due to consideration of a simple classification method. This indicates that the proposed GSI template provides an effective model for recognition purposes due to maintenance of the rhythm of walking in the final template. To build GSI template, we need to tune a few parameters where the performance of recognition is invariant against different settings.
Conclusions
A new gait feature, GSI template, is proposed in order to encode spatio-temporal features into a single template. The motion-based traits in each frame is computed by convolving the gait silhouettes with oriented impulse responses. As a result, two opponent directions, i.e. leftward and rightward motions, are being extracted from the filtering process. The given templates are then classified with a dimensionality reduction approach to achieve a proper performance. Extensive experiments on two well-known databases verify that the proposed GSI template generates efficient recognition rate in comparison with other introduced gait recognition approaches. The proposed GSI encodes the walking style of people into a single image. This single image provides efficient and simple template for the recognition step with an optimum complexity and enough accuracy. Also, the proposed method works well for real gait conditions. Our ongoing research is to develop more spatio-temporal features for other sophisticated gait problems.
